
Chapter 

Directors Message
I must say, I finally got what the attraction and dedication to the 

Goldwing is all about. I have only owned my GL1800 for a few weeks 

but riding some of our local roads and the difference riding the 

Goldwing makes is almost indescribable. 

It’s not just about the comfort, it’s also about the cornering and the 

way the Goldwing handles. I will say that I am definitely very happy I 

made the change and bought my Goldwing.

I am looking forward to riding the Goldwing to 100 Mile house for 

the Wings in the Cariboo ride. Now that BC is opening up slowly 

again, we should have a great time reconnecting with all of our 

friends. Not quite open enough to start up our monthly gathering 

but soon enough we will be there as well.

With the turn out we had at our last ride, the one sense you could 

feel is, the way everyone was missing other members and friends. 

Soon enough everyone, we will be able to                                     

announce a ride that will allow all of us to                                             

attend.

Until then, we will be zooming our                                           

gatherings for a little while longer and                                              

riding in our prescribed areas.

See you then,

Karin Young

Chapter C Director 
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District Directors Message
Dear Fellow Wingers,

Every day seems to be a Monday morning blues day…working from home (due to the pandemic) is like wading 

through a quagmire. The slogging is slow and the day is perpetually dragging on and makes me want to scream 

from boredom. Not that the work is boring, it's just not something new or different!

So along comes an "Unofficial" group ride on the weekend of May 16th – what was supposed to be a small 

gathering of motorcyclists for a casual ride turned into a 30-bike rally! Well not a rally, however the turnout was 

unexpected. I think we were all feeling the same way and everyone was anxious to meet up after so long away 

from each other. It was good to get out and it was great to see everyone in person.

We were all physically distanced and masked up of course,

as well most of us had our first vaccinations. The enthusiasm 

was quite amazing. We had a great time breaking into our 

groups and going for a ride. We had 2 chapters together for 

this "unofficial" event, BC-C & BC-A, and while we were all 

gathered, I felt it was an appropriate time to present Dave 

Ward & Giselle Collins their Senior Chapter Director awards. 

The appointment was made due to their continual service 

and dedication to their chapter and their members.



The weather has been marvelous, Karin and I 

actually got out for a few rides in April and May. I 

have seen a lot of bikes on the road and with May 

being Motorcycle Awareness month I want to 

remind you all to be as "Visible" as possible when 

out riding early in the season. Many motorists 

have not seen us for a while, and are not aware or 

used to us being out there among them. This last 

ride we must have counted at least 300 bikes on 

Highway 7 alone during our ride.

My plan for this year – GET YOU ALL OUT RIDING! Then my job is done. I encourage all members to take 

advantage of all of the available riding opportunities at the chapter and district level. We are getting closer to the 

end of this "Pandemic Thing" however there are still some restriction so we should take advantage of any event 

that comes our way.

With respect to ARC training as well as other GWRRA training programs, until we get the green light from 

provincial and local government entities to hold classroom sessions, officially we cannot schedule anything. This  

is a month to month examination & planning process. I anticipate being able to look at getting some training 

sessions done in the fall…it's a wait and see game right now. We will keep everyone apprised. 

I just wanted to mention that my beautiful Lady Karin Young Chapter Director of BC-C has now graduated to a 

2007 Goldwing GL 1800. I am really proud and exited that she took this step. She has ridden a Harley Soft tail, 

then moved to a Valkyrie and finally this new bike…she loves it and now she can carry all her own stuff! 

Now for some news

Just a reminder to you all…the Gypsy Run has been postponed so if you registered and made hotel reservations 

you must cancel them before June 2021.  A notice was sent to all with the Hotel Contacts on that notice. I called 

all the hotels in May and was advised by management that many folks had called to cancel and I withdrew the 

room blocks the week of May 17th. However, if you registered, and forgot to call, I would still call to cancel just in 

case. Check your emails for the notice. Yes, by the time you read this it is June, however making the call a little 

late if it slipped your mind can still save you some money. The hotels were very cooperative.



No rally this year, however, we have a great event you will want to participate in! By July, travel restrictions 

should be over with and we should be able to freely move about the province. I encourage everyone to take 

advantage of this great riding opportunity!

I know when you read this it will be June. Notices went out as to the ride dates and hotel information earlier in 

May, however there is still time to register and there should be Hotel rooms available at:

Days Inn front desk team at 778-482-5255

I am looking forward to seeing you all there…it's gonna be fun! We have some new and exciting riding to look 

forward to. Register for the ride at:

https://gwrra-nwc.com/blog/2021/05/16/wings-in-the-cariboo-ride-2021/

If you registered for the Wings in the Cariboo Rally over the last 2 years your registration has been moved 

forward into 2022. The Hotel room reservations have also been moved into 2022. I recommend you contact the 

host hotel if that is where you reserved and confirm your reservation was moved and you are still on the list. The 

Manager of the Days in in 100 Mile house is very helpful. If you wish to attend the 2022 rally our website will 

reopen September 2021 and we will be accepting new registrations for 2022. https://wingsinthecariboo.com/

Thank you for being members of GWRRA; your membership and participation is what makes GWRRA the 

finest international riding association in North America.  

Until I see you all again, Be safe – Ride safe.

Respectfully

Kevin Bramhoff

District Director – District N.W.C "The Great North West Coast" 

Days Inn front desk team at 778-482-5255

Front Desk / Reservations

Super 8 - 100 Mile House

250-395-8888



Birthdays                        Anniversaries

Events

June

5 Betty Jane Hetland

6 Rick MacLeod

14 Kim Schile

18 Kim Bientjes

21    June Brouse

More Riding and Social Stuff

Retired Riders
Impromptu rides

Organized by 

Don Reitsma

d_m_reitsma_moon@shaw.ca

Ken’s Koffee
Come down & talk 

bikes or whatever

2nd Thursday 10 am

McDonalds on Luckakuck

June

11 Wayne & Janet Egan

12 Elaine & Howie Mosher

Rick & Kim MacLeod

June

15 Zoom Call 7:00pm

15   Province wide travel- Yay!

20 Father’s Day

Winner of Dairy 

Queen Gift Card 

For June is……

Debbie Horin

Did You Know!
Gold Wing Road Riders 

Association 44th 

Birthday was on May 
30th

Thank you to everyone who heard my plea for 

newsletter content. All of the names were put 

into a hat (bowl) and a name was drawn for the 

promised gift card. Please keep the articles

coming. I have many cards for many months to

come. 



Observation???
We have all seen these fields as we ride around 

the Fraser Valley. Long rows of poly film, acres 

and acres of it. Some of the fields are a white 

poly and some are black. Do you really know 

what this is all about. I know you have your 

theories but I too have my own thoughts on 

these fields. So here we go……

I believe these to be where poly actually comes 

from. We are all led to believe that this product 

is manufactured in big plants but in actuality, this 

is field grown. The white crops end up becoming 

our shopping bags, kitchen catchers etc., while 

the black crops eventually become our black 

garbage bags. It appears to be only a spring time 

crop as these fields are never seen past July 1st.

Once the crops  have fully ripened, they are 

harvested into these round bundles and sent off 

to be cut and glued into the various bags that we 

use in our daily life.     Now you know.

The Tape Measure 

– when is it time to hang up the keys?

I started a new decade this last month, and along with that sort 

of thing comes the usual self absorption and contemplation 

that is to be expected when one has accumulated too much 

white in the bits of hair that are left. We are all aging riders and 

I am sure that in the dark recesses of our minds we all wonder 

if /when the day will come where we will decide it is time to 

hang up the keys.  I have always believed that decision time 

was many years away…..and then the new decade began. 

When ever such thoughts strike me (you are too old for that! 

You have too much sense to do something so foolish! This is 

really going to hurt if it goes wrong! etc) I consult one of the 

most valuable tools in my garage (I encourage you to try this 

experiment).  Take out an imperial tape measure that is good 

for at least 10 feet, put it down on the floor and extend it out 

to 7 or 8 feet.  Keep in mind that the current expected lifespan 

of a  Canadian male is about 80 years old. Find the number 80  

on the tape measure and put a marker by it.  Then find the 16 

inch mark on the tape (if you have a contractors tape, the 16 

should have a special marking -the distance between wall studs 

in houses).  16 is important because many of us probably 

started riding motorcycles when we got our licences at 16 (plus 

we probably THOUGHT we were studs).  Think about how many 

people we knew that rode motorcycles then….and how many 

of them sold those bikes over the years and no longer ride 

(those of us who are still riding are a small but blessed group).  

Find your age on the tape and compare the distance between 

16 and your current age…then look how close you are to 80.   

Think about some of your favourite rides over the years and try 

to figure out how old you were then…find that number on the 

tape…..can you recall any thoughts you may have had while you 

were rolling down the highway, or memories you made?

I am lucky to have a lot of favourite riding memories with my 

dad. We started on dirt bikes when I was a kid, and then did a 

lot highway touring starting when I was in my 30s.  When I look 

at a tape measure…I see where 33 is, where 60 is, where 80 is 

(and dad is on the far side of that one).  I remember how many 

really good rides we have had even since he turned 60 , and 

now he is over 80, and I think he still has a few good rides left 

in him…I am inspired. The tape measure can bring back 

memories of the past and “where did the time go”….but it can 

also inspire….how much can I cram in to the inches that are 

left?  I think the keys need to stay off the hook for a few more 

years and we need to see if we can make this a year for the 

record books!

Thanks for reading!                                                  Douglas Janzen



Member Contributions
Hamming It Up!   By Rick MacLeod

Feb 2020 Dave Ward and I attended a Ham Radio 

qualification course and received our Ham Radio 

license. Since then Dave has installed an 

ICOM2730A dual band mobile radio set into his 

bike. I purchased the exact radio this year and 

Dave was kind enough to install mine in my bike. 

Pictures following show the easy parts of the 

install. Most of the top end had to be 

disassembled to run the electrical. We have one 

other ham operator in our club (C) that I know of, 

Doug. But I don't know if he will be installing a 

mobile unit in his new Bergman.

APPRECIATION: 

On behalf of the GWRRA BC C

Robyn, we would like to Thank You for your 
hard work, expertise and dedication to our 

chapter. Being editor of our monthly New 
Letter, you continue to do a stellar job 
month after month, year after year....As well 

as organizing the Annual Mitten Tree and 
contributing to other events. We all 
appreciate you...



This salad is a great addition to whatever you 
BBQ. One of our favorites!  ..….Debbie Horin

KALE Caesar Salad

DRESSING:
1/4 C extra virgin olive oil

2 tbs grated Parmesan cheese
2 tbs mayonnaise
1 tsp white vinegar

2 tsp Dijon mustard
2 tsp anchovy paste
1/2 tsp Worcestershire sauce
2-3 cloves of crushed garlic

3 tsp lemon juice
Salt and pepper

CROUTONS:
2 pieces of frozen bread ( WW )
Butter and season (Johnny's Garlic Spread) 

both sides
Cut into small cubes, Microwave 1:30 minutes 
x twice and cool

SALAD/ASSEMBLE:
8 cups of lightly packed torn green curly KALE 
(stems removed)

Add dressing, 1/2 cup Parmesan cheese 
(petals or grated) and Croutons..
Toss well

Bon Appetit

Recipes to Share with Chapter Friends

Nearly everyone has a rhubarb patch.
Some people like to take a stalk, roll it in sugar and 

enjoy as a refreshing treat.
Others like to make stewed rhubarb, jam, pies, 
crumbles, cakes and even wine.

This is a cake recipe handed down from my 
Mother, It is very moist and needs no further icing.
It's perfect to pack in your motorcycle picnic 

lunches. Enjoy......Janet Egan

RHUBARB CAKE

1 1/2 cup rhubarb cut fine
1 1/2 cup brown sugar

1/2 cup shortening
1 egg
1/2 tsp salt

1 cup buttermilk or sour milk
1 tsp baking soda
1 tsp baking powder
1 tsp vanilla

2 cups flour

Cream shortening and sugar, add egg and salt.

Stir in milk, baking soda, baking powder, vanilla 
and flour. Add rhubarb. Pour into 9x13 pan.

Sprinkle mixture of 1/4 cup white or brown sugar
and 1 tsp cinnamon over top.

Bake @ 375 for 35-40 minutes.

*A very moist cake and it needs no further frosting.



My story:       Don Reitsma

A few years ago, a friend and myself went on a 

16 day, 8,000 km trip through Canada and the 

U.S. We went from Vancouver Island to 

Manitoba, south into the Dakotas, and west 

through the central states, and then back north 

to Canada. It was a wonderful trip, with a big 

variety of weather, sights and experiences.

Two of the primary goals for the trip were to 

attend a rally in Russell, Manitoba, and to 

proceed from there to Sturgis, South 

Dakota, as it was Sturgis Week.

We spent two days in Sturgis and riding the 

Black Hills of South Dakota , and then 

proceeded west .

On the trip west, we passed through Cody, 

Wyoming, and proceeded onward to 

Yellowstone National Park. The route through 

Yellowstone was beautiful, with indescribable 

scenery. The wildlife included deer, elk, wolf 

and buffalo. We saw them all. Going through 

the middle of Yellowstone, we encountered a 

herd of buffalo standing on the road. There 

was a cow and two bulls growling and grunting 

and refusing to move, regardless of traffic. I 

was riding my Harley and was behind a pickup 

truck which stopped on the road. Before I 

realized it, I was parked on my bike six feet 

from one of the buffalo. The animal became 

agitated from the sound of the bike and so I 

shut the bike off and quickly got off and stood 

beside the pickup truck. I realized I may have to 

jump into the truck to protect myself! My 

friend was stopped 50 meters behind me and 

took pictures. The enclosed pictures captured 

the beauty of the Park and the scary moments 

with the buffalo. It was a lifetime memory and 

experience. I would do it again in a heartbeat .

ARC Course a Lifesaver!

I thought I would just let our fellow wingers know 

the importance of our advanced rider course. Planed 

a ride last Saturday with my wife and brother in-law 

and his wife, the Friday night prior about 9 am I 

decided to shoot out and fill up the 1500,it was such 

a nice night I could not resist the temptation of a 

quick ride and decided to loop past Cultus lake and 

around to Boundary road and back to my house by 

Keith Wilson and Unsworth, not a car on the road ,I 

had just gone thru the Cultus lake round about and 

thru the first part of the S curve, happened to hit 

the high beams going in to the exit S turn as a large 

doe darted out in front of me, I had almost zero time 

to react, thank god we covered a hard brake in a 

corner in the course and I have had the good sense 

to keep up practicing in parking lots Saturday 

mornings.

I was able to straighten up, apply pressure to brakes, 

not skid, hit the back leg of the deer which knocked 

it down, but I was in complete control and did not go 

down, my bike and I were able to come thru the 

experience un-injured, the deer disappeared into the 

bush by the time I came to a stop. I can’t thank 

chapter c or the dedicated instructors enough, I truly 

believe your dedication to the club and its members 

prevented me from having a terrible accident.

Sincere thanks and appreciation

Vince Morrow 



Chapter C Unofficial Ride

May 16/21 Ride by Kim Bientjes

When I put out a question to a few people on the 

Goldwing email group, I thought there might be a few 

bikes coming out – especially as it was a nice sunny day 

that was forecasted. But what a surprise – we had 30 

bikes! I think Chapter A was given the heads-up by one 

of our members, and knowing how active they are and 

like to ride longer distances, several came out to join us (I 

think there were 12 bikes). We all met at the usual 

meeting place, and carefully socialized with social 

distancing guidelines in mind. Masked of course, and I 

was glad to see that everyone broke off into small 

groups. 

Kevin Bramhoff took the time to honour both Dave and 

Gisele Ward for their hard work and efforts. He 

presented them with a certificate and I believe I heard 

him say that they are now senior Directors (but you can 

correct me on that if needed).

We then had a small gathering, again properly 

socially distanced, where several leads indicated the 

type of ride they would lead. Some opted for the 

scenic backroads, others took it easy on straighter 

roads, but we all agreed to meet around 2pm at 

Birchwood Dairy in Abbotsford. The scenic backroads 

took us all the way in Mission, Kent, towards 

Deroche, Mission, and Abbotsford over Sumas 

Mountain. There were so many backroads we had 

not ever been on; it was so nice! Patrick Frampton 

did an amazing job in leading our group, making sure 

we all stuck together and waiting as needed after 

stop signs or traffic lights. Great scenery, and a nice 

pace. Loved it. Kudos to Patrick. He had a very well 

researched route and we did not once have to turn 

back or u-turn. If you ever want to find out more 

about the quieter areas of some of the smaller towns 

in the Fraser Valley, as well as do it on some winding 

roads – he knows the way!

We all ended up at Birchwood Dairy, and compared 

notes on where the groups had been. One had been 

to Cultus Lake, and Columbia Valley (lots of winding 

roads there too). As we were all sitting dispersed, we 

did not hear where the others had gone, but it 

sounded like everyone had a great time. And finished 

it up with a nice ice cream and the snacks/lunches 

everyone had brought. A great day! 



2004 Flare red Goldwing
Meticulously maintained with complete records, ready 

to go. Asking $6,000. O.B.O.

Doug & Brenda, 604-402-4614, Chilliwack.

2008 BMW F650 GS – Posted May 17, 2021 

Chapter BC-G Kamloops
I am selling my 2008 Twin as I am unable to ride 

motorcycles for some time for medical reasons. Here        

is a picture and information. 

It is presently fitted with Mitas 50/50 tires after only 

riding 2000 km. A few years ago, I ordered heavy duty 

steel rims with spokes and tubeless tires. My plan 

was to ride up the Dempster to Inuvik. However my 

riding partner died and I never made the trip. 

Aluminum saddlebags, luggage platform, new chain, 

tool compartment under platform, sprocket 

and stator before the pandemic, radiator guard, 

highway pegs, clearance lights. Wider side stand shoe. 

Custom seat, hand protectors, crash bars, tinted 

windshield, Aeroflo headlight protector, plug in for 

electric vest. Also a brand new TKC 80 tire for the 

front will go with the bike. Battery tested and only 

three years old. I am also including a battery 

maintenance unit Heated grips.

I bought the bike with 29,000 km and I have looked 

after it meticulously with proper servicing and 

maintenance. Present mileage is 88,967 km. 

I am asking $6,700. 

Thank you.

My e-mail is: kovacsf650gs@gmail.com. 

Phone number: 250-377-8022 (Home)

Cell: 250-571-4553

Herman Kovacs

Kamloops, B.C. 



Kevin’s Musings
So, as I was doing last month, I was musing about the ride season for 

2021 and the plans we are making with a special emphasis on riding here 

in BC. 

Well now I am…It's my page I will do as I want!

We will go back to the "Hidden Gem" thing later this year when I get out 

more. There should be enough ideas and places to stop for everyone out 

in Wing-land from the last 2 or 3 articles. 

So, Bramhoff what are you on about now? Ever heard of the Cannon 

Ball run?

Erwin George "Cannonball" Baker was a motorcyclist and Auto Racer in 

the early part of the 20th century. In 1909 he made the now famous 

transcontinental ride on a motorcycle.

"Friday 14th May 1909

112 years ago

E.G. "Cannonball" Baker finished a transcontinental motorcycle ride 

from San Diego, California, to New York, a distance of 3378.9 miles, in 

276 hours aboard a two-speed Indian motorcycle". 

His exploits lead to many records that stood for almost 40 years. In 1933 

he drove an automobile, a Graham-Paige model 57 Blue Streak 8, setting 

his 53.5-hour record. This driving record encouraged him to push on, 

later to create the Cannonball Baker Sea-To-Shining-Sea Memorial Trophy 

Dash, better known as the "Cannonball Run", which itself inspired at 

least five movies and a television series.

There were other record and near record trips made by Erwin Baker in 

Model T Fords, Chrysler Imperials as well as several other lesser known 

to us vehicles from the 1940's. Baker became famous for his record 

setting 'Drives & Rides" 

However, he was also a Racer. In 1908, Baker purchased an Indian 

motorcycle and began entering and winning local races. His most 

famous victory came in 1909 at the first race ever held at the 

newly built Indianapolis Motor Speedway.

He later became the commissioner of the now very famous 

NASCAR organization and was inducted into the Indianapolis 

Motor Speedway Hall of Fame in 1981, the Motorsports Hall of 

Fame of America in 1989, and the American Motorcyclist 

Association hall of fame in 1998.

So, what is all this leading to? Did you know there is a Cannonball 

Ride that exists for motorcyclists like you and I? That's right there 

is, here in Canada!

They are here and they are free!

Cannonball Rides is a complete collection of many of the best 

riding roads across Canada. All you have to do is pick your route, 

register, ride-it, and prove you did it!



Pick Your Province, Pick your Ride!

You are given in most cases the option of completing many rides per province. Choose your province, choose 

your route from those being offered, and go when you are ready.

250 Mile ride - 6.5 Consecutive Hours

500 Mile Ride - 12 Consecutive Hours

1000 Mile Ride - 36 Consecutive Hours

2500 Mile Ride - 5 Consecutive Days

5000 Mile Ride - 10 Consecutive Days - West or East

10000 Mile Extreme - 20 Consecutive Days - All of Canada!

The listing for BC is pretty good and it is just another great excuse to get out and ride. They also have contests 

and draws happening throughout the riding season. Sponsored by Joe Rocket they have a monthly draw as 

well as a shot at a grand prize.

Check them out at: https://cannonballrides.ca/

Rides are open any day any time between May 15th thru to Oct 31st - 2021

Until I see you all again, Be safe, Ride safe.

Kevin Bramhoff - GWRRA Chapter BC-C



Kanaka Bar
Fellow wingers

Our last ride through the Fraser Canyon prompted me to remember this great place. Many of us I am sure 

stopped here over the years past when heading north on highway one. Located just before Lytton BC it was a hub 

for motorcyclists, tourists, truckers, and travelers of all sorts. It went through several transformations over the

many years it served the traveling public. 

I remember stopping there when it was 

a 24-hour joint serving steak and eggs 

truckers specials similar to a Denny's. 

It then evolved to serve Chinese / 

Western fare. There was a big parking lot 

across the highway for trucks. In its day 

it was iconic.

A few years ago, I recall seeing a shell of 

a building, abandoned and left to its 

demise.

The inside was rustic, old-school cafeteria-style chairs and 

those old great vinyl booths that you would "stick" to in the 

summer. Years later after my initial visit it was rustic lodge 

and lots of Chinese paraphernalia, similar to what I 

remembered from past visits. 

It even was in film. The movie The Pledge was Filmed there 

starring Jack Nicolson released in 2001. I cannot say I miss the 

place; however, I do miss seeing it as I ride past 

I do not have any recent photos of this place before its 

demolishing. See below for all that is left to identify that fact 

that it did once exist. 



Kanaka Bar is an unincorporated community and locality in 

the Fraser Canyon region of British Columbia, Canada, 

located near the town of Lytton. Named for a gold-bearing 

bar on the Fraser River below, which was mined 

by Hawaiians (called "Kanakas" in the argot of the time), 

Kanaka Bar is the home of the office and main rancherie of 

the Kanaka Bar Indian Band of the Nlaka'pamux peoples, 

and is also the source of the name of Kanaka Bar Indian 

Reserve No. 1A and Kanaka Bar Indian Reserve No. 

2 which are governed by the band. 

Kanaka is a Chinook word for “Hawaiian”

Chinook trade language

Known as Chinook Jargon or Chinook Wawa ('wawa' meaning talk), this was a trade, or 

pidgin, language that combined simplified words from the First Nations languages of Nuu-chah-

nulth (Nootka), Chinook and others, as well as from French and English

The Iconic sign is all that is left standing, on the 

Fraser River Side of the highway…a kind of memorial

to its vibrant past. Each direction, north and south 

had different destinations listed with distances in 

"Mileage", yes mileage!

As you can see – USA destinations heading south 

like Seattle and San Francisco, heading north it is 

hard to see in this photo to the left, however the 

USA destination on this side of the sign is Fairbanks 

Alaska.



Here is the sign before it lost the "top“

The local Kanaka Bar Band has put forth plans for 

redevelopment of the site. As you can see in the Artist 

rendition of the proposed plan for a rest stop with full 

facilities for travelers, it looks like an excellent amenity 

for all of us riding this route. I look forward to its 

completion…they have not broken ground as yet; 

however I wish them much success. It will good to see 

building instead of empty lots. 

Left – Artist rendition of proposed facility on 

site.

Below are photos depicting yesteryear from 

the 70's



Hi Everybody! Because of Government restrictions on gathering and holding large events, we pared down 
the “Wings In The Cariboo Rally” into a three day, two night ride event. We have put together two rides for 

the weekend which will take you through some of the great scenery the Cariboo region has to offer. If you do 
not want to join up with the group rides, there are several great shorter rides to some spectacular scenery in 
the area. More details will be available after you register. The Day’s Inn has again given us special rates. 

We have blocked off 20 rooms and you need to call before May 24th to make a reservation. Please call 
them at 778-482-5255 to book your room. Tell them you are with the Gold Wing Association to ensure you 
get one of the blocked rooms. We are currently working with some of the restaurants in town to offer limited 

outdoor service. At this time we have no idea what kind of restrictions will be in place – more details to follow 
as time passes.


